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ABSTRACT
Background: Diabetes and Hypertension have emerged as a major public health issue
worldwide and important risk factors for cardiovascular disease resulting in increased
morbidity and mortality. Considering the strong association between the levels of serum
uric acid (SUA) and the occurence of cardiovascular disease in subjects with type 2
diabetes mellitus (Type 2 DM), it is important to know whether importance should be laid
on early screening of blood uric acid levels. This would help in early diagnosis, prevention,
and treatment of complications of hypertension and diabetes mellitus.
Aims and objectives:
1. To compare the levels of serum uric acid in type 2 diabetes mellitus with and without
hypertension.
2. To determine the association between serum uric acid levels and blood pressure,
blood glucose in Type 2 Diabetes mellitus patients.
Materials and Methods : A cross sectional study was carried out in 120 patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus and 60 healthy controls. They were further divided into three groups.
Group I includes 60 healthy subjects. Group II includes 60 type 2 diabetes mellitus patients
without Hypertension and Group III includes 60 type 2 diabetes mellitus patients with
Hypertension.
Results: The blood levels of uric acid, glucose, triglycerides and BMI were found to be
increased significantly in the diabetic group compared to those in the controls where as
HDL was significantly decreased in diabetic group compared to controls. A positive
correlation was observed for the serum uric acid levels with plasma fasting glucose [r =
.320], postprandial blood glucose [r = .396], systolic [r = .526], and diastolic blood pressure
[r = .400] in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients .
Conclusion: The present study concludes that the serum uric acid levels in hypertensive
diabetics are significantly increased when compared to non-hypertensive diabetics.
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INTRODUCTION

D

iabetes mellitus is one of the most
prevalent diseases in India,
characterized by micro and
macrovascular complications. Diabetes
mellitus and coronary heart disease causing
1

nearly 5.8 million deaths annually , Uric acid is
a final product in the degradation of purine
metabolism and Xanthine oxidase catalyzes
the oxidation of xanthine and hypoxanthine
into uric acid, producing O2 and H2O2 as a byproduct2. Urate, the soluble form of uric acid,
can scavenge the superoxide and the hydroxyl
radicals and it can chelate the transition metals
.Uric acid induces vascular inflammation and
arterial damage which in turn leads to an
increased risk of diabetes and atherosclerosis3.
In meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies
and in a recent review articles, it was noted
that an increased SUA is also one of the best
independent predictors of diabetes and
commonly precedes the development of both
insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes4,5.
Hypertension may be developed by uric acid
mediated renal vasoconstriction resulting
from a reduction in endothelial levels of nitric
oxide, with activation of renin-angiotensin
system. Microvascular renal disease
independently was caused by UA over time,
6

inducing the development of hypertension .
Some studies reported, a positive association
between high serum uric acid levels and
diabetes mellitus, other studies reported, an
inverse relationship or no association, hence a
cross sectional study was planned to
determine the level of serum uric acid in type
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2 diabetes mellitus and the correlation
between serum uric acid levels and blood
glucose, blood pressure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A cross sectional study was carried out in 180
patients over a period of 6 months from
November 2018 to April 2019 in Diabetology
outpatient department in Vinayaka Mission's
Kirupananda Variyar Medical College and
Hospitals, Salem, Tamilnadu, India.
They were further divided into three groups.
Group-I includes 60
controls, Group-II
includes 60 diabetes mellitus patients without
Hypertension. Group-III includes 60 diabetes
mellitus patients with Hypertension. The
study was approved by Institutional Ethics
Committee. Informed written consent was
obtained from all study subjects.
Confidentiality of the study participants was
maintained throughout the study.
A criteria for the selection of the patients
included in this study was that all the
individuals who gave a history of diabetes and
were on either oral anti diabetic drugs or
insulin were considered to have diabetes. The
patients with a history of known gout,
cardiovascular, renal failure, hepatic diseases,
chronic infectious diseases,
myeloproliferative or lymphoproliferative
disorders, secondary hypertension,
pregnancy induced hypertension and those
who were on drugs (other than antidiabetics)
that could alter the blood glucose levels were
excluded from the study. Height, Weight,
Blood pressure were recorded. BMI was
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calculated by dividing the body weight (in
kilograms) by the square of height (in meters).
Blood pressure was measured with a standard
cuff sphygmomanometer in a seated position
after a minimum rest period of 5 minutes.
5 ml of blood was collected from all the
subjects and sent to the laboratory for
assessment. Blood samples were transferred
into a fluoride tube for glucose estimation and
into a clot activator tube for assessment of
urea, creatinine, uricacid, HDL and
triglycerides. The samples were analysed by
using a semiautomated analyser. Blood
glucose was analysed by using the glucose
oxidase peroxidase method. Triglyceride
levels were estimated by enzymatic methods
(glycerol 3 phosphate oxidase - peroxidase
method). Uricacid was analysed by enzymatic
method by uricase - POD method. Urea and
creatinine were estimated by enzymatic UVkinetic method (Glutamate dehydrogenase)
and by modified Jaffe's two point kinetic
method respectively.

correlation of uric acid level with blood
glucose and blood pressure of Type 2 DM
patients. A significant positive correlation
between serum uric acid and fasting,
postprandial blood glucose level in Type 2
diabetes mellitus was noted. The BMI, the
fasting and the postprandial plasma glucose
levels, triglycerides, and blood pressure were
higher in the diabetics group (Group II and
Group III) compared to controls (Group I )
where as serum HDL level was significantly
decreased
in Group II and Group III
compared to Group I.
Table 1: Comparison of various parameters
in Group I, II and III study subjects

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
All statistical analysis were performed using
the SPSS Software. Statistical analysis was
done by an independent [unpaired two tailed t
test] Correlations were assessed by Pearson
coefficient. The statistical significance was
kept as a P value of < 0.05.

Table 2: Correlation of serum uric acid with
blood glucose and blood pressure

RESULTS
Biochemical
characteristics of the study
subjects in Group-I, Group-II and Group-III
are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the
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DISCUSSION

in blood pressure. A positive relationship has
been observed between blood glucose levels
and uric acid level in our study were in

Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disorder
characterized by hyperglycemia and
insufficiency in the secretion or action of
endogenous insulin. The global prevalence of
diabetes has been growing rapidly from 382
million in 2013 to an estimated 592 million in

and Murali Venkateswara Rao etal. Recent
studies, suggest that SUA may also increase
the risk of systemic inflammation and
oxidative stress closely related with type 2

20357

diabetes19,20,21,22.

Diabetes and HTN have emerged as a major
public health issue worldwide and have been
important risk factors for coronary artery
disease, heart failure and cerebrovascular
disease, resulting in increased morbidity and

SUA levels were found to be higher in T2DM
with hypertension compared to T2DM
without hypertension. The increase in serum
uric acid in hypertension may be due to the
decrease in renal blood flow that accompanies
the hypertensive state, since a low renal blood
flow will stimulate urate reabsorption.
Hypertension also results in microvascular
disease, and this can lead to local tissue

mortality and decreased quality of life8. In
developing countries, due to rapid western
cultural adaptation and urbanization diabetes
prevalence is rising drastically9. In our study,
Uric acid, BMI, the fasting and the
postprandial blood glucose levels, serum
triglycerides levels and the blood pressure
were higher in diabetic group when compared
to controls and it was statistically significant.
These parameters were very much elevated in
diabetes with hypertension compared to
diabetes without hypertension.
Serum uric acid is significantly elevated in
hypertensive as compared to normotensive
10

individuals . Some studies reported positive
association between elevated serum UA levels
and diabetes

11,12,13

whereas a neutral
15

negative association

14

or

has been reported in
16

other studies. In shabana et al., a positive
relationship has been described between
glycosuria and uricosuria and they observed
uric acid level in blood decreases with increase
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accordance with the findings of XUE Bai etal.,17
18

23

ischemia . In addition to the release of lactate
that blocks urate secretion in the proximal
tubule, ischemia also results in increased uric
acid synthesis. With ischemia, ATP is
degraded to adenine and xanthine, and there
is also increased generation of xanthine
oxidase. The increased availability of
substrate (xanthine) and enzyme (xanthine
oxidase) results in increased uric acid
generation as well as oxidant (O2-)
24

formation .
Our study reported, a positive relationship
between blood pressure and SUA in type 2
DM which were in agreement with finding of
Dr. Rohith studies10. Johnson et al.,25 in their
review, have reported a positive association of
hyperuricaemia with hypertension in T2DM.
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Abdallah Jeraiah et al., study involving 49
known hypertensive and 16 healthy controls
(without hypertension) reported serum uric
acid levels from patients taken from various
hospitals with hypertension increased
significantly when compared with controls (p
< 0.001], we have reported similar findings in
the present study.

3.
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CONCLUSION
Serum uric acid is elevated in type 2 Diabetes
mellitus with hypertension when compared to
type 2 diabetes mellitus without hypertension.
Serum uric acid has a strong association with
blood glucose levels and blood pressure.
Hyperuricemia might have a definite role in
hypertension and diabetes mellitus. Routine
serum uric acid level can be done in diabetes
and hypertension patients after 40 years ,as it
is simple and inexpensive and it helps in the
management of diabetes mellitus and
hypertension .
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